
Gosling Quick Guide. 

 

Purging beer through the Gosling: 

1.) Enable CIP and open up the fill head. 

2.) Open up the tank with head pressure of around 13-15psi. 

3.) Purge beer until all gas is out of the fill head and no visible flashing can be seen in the filling tube 

leading to the fill head. (Note: any gas in the product line, even the smallest bubble will cause 

low fills.) 

4.) Once air is purged you will tighten down on the high flow knob until you get a nice slow steady 

stream out of the fill head like you see out of a tap.  

a. Note: If your seeing foam out of the fill head you may have tightened down to far, or 

there is still gas in the line, or the temperature is too warm, or carb is too high. 

b. I would stop and recheck my carb and temps. 

High Flow Vs Low Flow 

1.) There are two steps to the fill process Low Flow and High Flow. Some machines only come with 

the High Flow option. 

2.) High Flow is your main flow rate, you are tightening down on the fill tube via the high flow knob 

to slow down the pour speed to reduce breakout and get good fills. 

3.) Low Flow is an extra step that can be taken at the bottom of the can. The concept is that the low 

flow knob can be tightened to contact a cylinder piston. Once you contact the cylinder piston 

turn the low flow knob ½ turn.  

4.) What this does is that the piston opens and contacts the low flow knob to tighten down on the 

beer tubing a little more to slow down the pour at the bottom of the can. Ideally for 1 full 

second until the fill head is buried in beer. Then the piston goes back into the cylinder and 

relaxes the beer tubing and pours faster during the high flow time. 

5.) Some customers choose not to use low flow as its just another tightening step; what they will do 

is loosen the low flow knob and tighten down on high flow a little more and pour slower 

through the entire fill process 

Filling on times: 

1. The concept of time-based filling is that you are going to control the fill speed by tightening or 

loosening the high flow knob. Then in the computer you will add or take away time to the high 

flow value to tell the fill head to stay open longer or close sooner to get an appropriate amount 

of volume. 

2. By tightening the high flow knob, you are reducing fill speed which will help reduce breakout. 

However, as you tighten the knob you are also adding less volume in a certain amount of high 

flow time. Therefore, if you tighten the high flow knob and visually see that the fill level is low 

you will then need to add time to the high flow value to have the fill head stay open longer at 

that slower speed to get appropriate fill levels. 

3. If your seeing no foam, then you can loosen the high flow knob to pour faster and agitate the 

beer to create foam. However, by opening the high flow knob you’re also adding more beer in a 



specific high flow time. Therefore, you would need to reduce the amount of time the fill head 

stays open by reducing the high flow time on the filler maintenance screen. 

4. IMPORTANT: When making changes to the high flow time, whether reducing the value or 

increasing the value you will need to adjust High Flow Raise Delay which is also on the filler 

maintenance screen. This value is the amount of time the fill head stays at the bottom of the can 

after low flow is complete before it starts rising. Ideally you want to time this perfectly so that 

the fill head is rising and still pouring at the same time and then the fill head closes in the 

top/last quarter of the can.  

a. If the fill head is in too long and causing volume displacement, then take away time .1-.2 

at a time until its perfect. 

b. If the fill head is closing above the can and causing lots of breakout then add time .1-.2 

at a time until the fill head closes in the top ¼ of the can. 

c. When adding and taking away time from HIGH FLOW you will need to add or take away 

the same amount of time from high flow raise delay. 

i. Example: 1 second Low Flow, 4 seconds High Flow, 2.5 seconds High Flow Raise 

Delay. If I add time to High Flow and go from 4 seconds to 4.5 seconds then I 

also need to add that .5 seconds difference to High Flow Raise Delay and change 

that value from 2.5 seconds to 3 seconds. 

ii. The reason we do this is the fill head is now open longer so I need the fill head 

to wait longer before rising out of the can.  

5.) Remember this machine is Dynamic.  

a. What this means is that every beer is different. You will have to change fill speeds and 

times accordingly with all types of beers. A Stout is going to can a lot different than a 

New England IPA. 

b. Good Start Times: 

i. 12oz= 1 second Low Flow 3.5 Seconds High Flow. Raise Delay varies from 

machine to machine because it is pneumatically controlled. This you will have to 

figure out. 

ii. 16oz= 1 second Low Flow 4.5 Seconds High Flow. Raise Delay varies from 

machine to machine because it is pneumatically controlled. This you will have to 

figure out. 

 


